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Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 59. Chapters: Chakra, Morya, Spiritual Hierarchy, Seven
rays, Sanat Kumara, Count of St. Germain, Master Jesus, Church Universal and Triumphant, Maitreya, Great White Brotherhood, "I AM" Activity, Astral body, Ascended master, Kuthumi,
Joshua David Stone, Etheric body, Plane, Occult theories about Francis Bacon, Religious views on the self, The Bridge to Freedom, Serapis Bey, Mental body, Master Hilarion, Paul the
Venetian, Manu, The Summit Lighthouse, Saint Germain Foundation, The White Eagle Lodge, Lady Master Nada, Lord Ling.
The most explosive equation in history, this book explores just what happens when true interdependence occurs between people... success!
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Presenting the ancient Holy Grail lineage from Asia and how the Knights Templar were initiated into it, this book reveals how ancient Asian wisdom became the foundation for the Holy Grail
legend.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 25. Chapters: Morya, Spiritual Hierarchy, Sanat Kumara,
Count of St. Germain, Master Jesus, Maitreya, Kuthumi, Serapis Bey, Master Hilarion, Paul the Venetian. Excerpt: Morya - a.new, #quickbar a.new/* cache key: enwiki: resourceloader: filter:
minify-css:5: f2a9127573a22335c2a9102b208c73e7 */ Morya Spiritual Hierarchy is a term often used in Neo-Theosophy, and the Ascended Master Teachings, a group of religions based on
Theosophy. It represents the concept of a group of self-realised Masters of the Ancient Wisdom, referred to by those adherent to the Ascended Master Teachings as Ascended Masters, who
are ranked at various levels, and their disciples, invisibly helping humanity from behind the scenes on the higher spiritual planes (although according to Alice A. Bailey and Benjamin Creme,
they are now allegedly planning to making their existence more known on the physical plane). Another term used for this idea include Great White Brotherhood; other terms used less often for
this concept are: the Communion of Saints (where the "saints" are thought of as being the Masters), the Elder Brothers of the Race, the Council of Light, the Society of Illumined Minds, the
Planetary Center of Love-Wisdom, The Kingdom of the Gods, the Spiritual Kingdom, the Kingdom of Souls, the Secret Chiefs, or the Mystical Body of Christ, when used in a New Age sense
centering on Maitreya and not in the Roman Catholic sense). Basically, the Masters are the New Age equivalent of the saints of the Roman Catholic Church. The Masters will function as such
in the New Age world church called the Church Universal which Alice A. Bailey predicted in 1919 would be founded under the auspices of the Masters of the Ancient Wisdom. . The Hierarchy
is, according to Benjamin...
This is the log of communication between a digital age necromancer and the 90s kid he possessed and still has possession of and the fight for freedom undergone in a world lost to magical
thinking.
Elizabeth Clare Prophet teaches that the Kingdom of God is not, in fact, a place, but rather a state of consciousness. This insightful little book reveals practical steps that each of us can take to
reach new dimensions of being, God consciousness, cosmic awareness. So what are you waiting for?
This is the first Volume in English.This is an adaptation of the renowned Deivattin Kural, which is a compilation of discourses of Kanchi Kamakoti Pithadhipati Sri Chandrashekhrendra
Saraswati Mahaswamigal also known as Mahaperiyavaa. The original work was compiled by Ra Ganapathy and for the benifit of English speaking public, an adaptation in English is
presented.
The Story of Sanat KumaraTraining a Planetary LogosLight Technology Publishing
Practical advice for readers on how to work with the angel in everyday life. The Encyclopedia of Angels, Spirit Guides, and Ascended Masters is a lively reference to "who's' "who" in the
celestial realms. Featuring 200 divinities from Judeo-Christian, Buddhist, Celtic, Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Asian, Tibetan, and New Age spiritual traditions, this guide offers a fascinating
biography of each deity, what their purpose or area of expertise is, and how readers can call upon them for help in their everyday life. Whether readers are seeking help with their relationships,
home, finances, or health they'll find the assistance they need in this lavishly illustrated guide.
"Attainment is the goal of the spiritual path. But it is not the power to perform miracles or to control others. It is the ability to give and receive energy in harmony. This volume of the authors’
Climb the Highest Mountain series explains important keys to attainment, including how to work with the masters of wisdom who can mentor your soul and how to chart and navigate the cycles
of positive and negative karma unique to each of us. You will explore how each age in humanity’s evolution has brought new spiritual revelations and how the world’s major religions facilitate
soul development in different ways. You will also gain a greater understanding of twin flames, soul mates and karmic relationships as well as our soul’s natural desire for union and
wholeness."
SANAT KUMARA, the spiritual head of the world, sends a team of highly developed beings to Earth. TRUSIAN and her team are to lead the human family and the blue planet back to their
destiny within the divine plan, before humans destroy all bases for life in the fight for money, power and natural resources. But the start of TRUSIAN's incarnation as Lucia goes horribly wrong.
Her pregnant mother is murdered in cold blood in a dispute over a cobalt mine. Lucia grows up unsuspecting, sheltered by adoptive parents. On her 20th birthday in December 2019, the
events come thick and fast for the prospective geo-resource scientist. All of a sudden, Lucia's life is turned upside down and she embarks on a search for her true identity and mission
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throughout the dimensions of life. The Ascended Masters of all cultures and Off Earth Allies do their utmost to help her succeed in this endeavour.
According to ancient records, the patriarchs and founders of the early civilisations in Egypt, India, China, Peru, Mesopotamia, Britain and the Americas were colonised by the Serpents of
Wisdom who arrived in these lands after abandoning their beloved homelands and crossing great seas. While bearing names denoting snake or dragon, these Serpents of Wisdom oversaw
the construction of magnificent civilisations within which they and their descendants served as the priest kings and as the enlightened heads of mystery school traditions. This book recounts
the history of these 'Serpents' and why they are returning now.
What all of mankind have learned in the past about creation is the way that existence isn't -- a paradox! Awaken and realize that all of mankind will create their "body for Ascension," whether
they accomplish this now or later, and that this is not the exclusive domain of Christ or Buddha or many others who have ascended -- this is your birthright. You are not relegated to
worshipping those who have already done this very basic initiation called Ascension. Christ and Buddha would be the first to acknowledge that they are just beginners on their eternal journey.
When mankind lifts the veils of their unworthiness and recognize that the are the Sons of God, that there is divine equality and no one is greater than another, then you will have begun our
journey in the way that it was intended. In your near future your Planetary Hierarchy will release the world from theology, ecclesiasticism and the wrathful Jehovah and return humanity to its
rightful journey into spiritualizing matter, not worshipping it! The Mahatma is for those who are motivated to search for the answers that can respond to their mental and spiritual bodies. In the
past, mankind?s choices of beliefs and religions have supported only the emotional body and the darker, material side of life. And truly, if one is going to remain on Earth, very drastic shifts of
consciousness will be required to have mankind remain in Earth?s new fourth-dimensional reality. No matter how contrary to your current beliefs, this book contains methods for creating your
spiritual Lightbody for Ascension, and it also explains your eternal journey in a way that was never before available to mankind.
TRANSFORMATIONAL KEYS FOR SPIRITUAL ASCENSION How many of you yearn to part the fog surrounding you to achieve Spiritual Enlightenment? Do you long for the spiritual fulfillment lacking in
your life, yet know not how to discover the keys to unlock this knowledge? Are you searching for the fountain of youth and the fulfillment of all you wish in this lifetime? This is THE SELF-HELP BOOK you
have been waiting all of your life to read!! Ascended Master and Spiritual Teacher of Divine Enlightenment, Sanat Kumara, our Planetary Logo, (Dialoged by Terri Love), will part the mists and guide you in
Eighteen Steps, never before revealed; how to connect with Divine Energy. You will learn how to move from Sacred Heart Space connecting with your Light Body (Merkabah) to achieve all your earthly
desires, as well as joining with the Divine to create Heaven on Earth. All of these Keys lie within you!
Perhaps you have read a little about numerology and wondered just how it manages to reveal so much. If you have been looking for more information to take you beyond the elementary texts and teachings
of numbers, you have come to the right place. By choosing the study of this symbolic matrix, you have chosen a path that can take you into the most sublime heights and penetrating depths of human
consciousness and beyond. Do you want to know a secret? Many of them can be revealed as you weave your way through a multidimensional journey of symbolic delight that numerology presents. Lynn
Buess, MA, EdS, has served more than one half of a century studying, teaching, and counseling in the field of symbols, cycles, and numbers. Lynn is well qualified to be the one to outline this journey and
help show you the way. He is the only practicing professional numerologist to have completed two accredited graduate degrees in which he specialized in the meaning of numbers and symbols and the
psycholo
Light Technology Publishing proudly presents the previously unpublished (except as transcriptions sold by the Tibetan Foundation) work of Janet McClure. Ranging from her channeling of the Tibetan through
the final epochal new material delivered before she left her body, this information is of immense value and timeliness. Vywamus through Janet McClure and Lillian Harben of the worldwide Tibetan Foundation
in Phoenix, Arizona, focused on these three points: New information to help us understand the new reality and our expanded potential Clearing techniques to release false belief systems to allow the soul
more room to begin to function in the third dimension Channeling techniques -- the process and practice of channeling, which allows a deeper connection to the channeler's soul/god-self, thus is an extremely
powerful tool for personal transformation and for helping others
"The great lights who have come out of all the world’s spiritual traditions and graduated from earth’s schoolroom have become widely known as masters. They demonstrate that in the world of Spirit, there is
no division of race, religion or philosophy—there is simply oneness, ineffable sweetness and love. What is not so widely known is that these great masters have retreats—temples and cities of light in the
heaven world—where we can go in spiritual meditation and while our bodies sleep at night. In this comprehensive work, Mark and Elizabeth Prophet talk about these great masters, the stories of their lives and
their magnificent spiritual retreats."
This book unlocks many of the mysteries held throughout ancient times by introducing the reader to concepts and beliefs predating organized religion. Universal Truth is an expose of hidden knowledge and
truths practiced by adepts and spiritual masters since the beginning of time as we know it. In this book, Dr. Rogers researches countless subjects dealing with metaphysical teachings to help readers gain a
better understanding of the world in which live and the laws that govern it. Universal Truth is the key to the kingdom for anyone who's not afraid to venture beyond the known into a world of secrecy and
mystery that lay hidden from the common person. But, be for-warned, this is not a book for the religious at heart nor the conditioned thinker but rather this is a book for the open-minded and the brave spirited.
You wont believe what's been hidden from you by the Church, the world governments and the powers that be. This is truly a masterpiece and a cornucopia of light for the ardent seeker of wisdom.
For those who have the intention but lack the lifetime it would take to study the entire history of spirituality, this extraordinary compendium is a great gift. Stone has gleaned the essentials from vast research
as well as intuitive information and woven them into a simple and engrossing exploration of self-realization. The Complete Ascension Manual is both practical and enlightening. It is a guidebook through the
past and a how-to manual for ascension. Created to be read as an overview of the spiritual path, this book explores the world's great religions, Great Masters, spiritual psychology and the Ascended Masters'
teachings with specific steps to accelerate our process of ascension. The Complete Ascension Manual is a thorough introduction to subjects such as: The monad, soul and personality, God and the cosmic
Hierarchy, Ascension, the sixth initiation, Twenty ascension techniques to build your Light quotient, Mantras, names of God and words of power, and 147 Golden "Keys" to achieving ascension in this lifetime.
Shamanism, hypnosis, imaginal psychotherapies, and meditation are based on the use of what we in the modern western world think of as non-ordinary human consciousness. These four modalities have
fundamental similarities and differences in purpose, theory, technique, type of alternative consciousness, and their application of non-ordinary reality. Shamanism, the oldest and most intertwined with the
cultures in which it is practiced, will be explored as a model for individual healing and transformation and professional training. The shamanic way will also be explored as a model of consciousness and a
world-view that offers individuals, groups, and society much needed coping mechanisms, healing techniques, and transformative values that may be helpful in dealing with this trying and important transition
time for humanity. Imaginal therapies, meditation and hypnosis all have their roots in shamanism, although in some parts of the world at certain times in history, shamanism borrowed from meditation in its
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adaptation and development.
This book continues the Masters of Wisdom series of books. This series of books presents collections of Messages from different Masters who are most well-known to modern humanity. These Messages
were transmitted through the Messenger Tatyana N. Mickushina, who has been working under the guidance of the Masters of Wisdom since 2004. Using a special method, T. N. Mickushina has received
Messages from over 50 Beings of Light. This book contains selected Messages from Sanat Kumara, a Great Divine Being. Many Teachings are given in the Messages, including the Teachings about the
following: - True and false messengers - Communities of the Holy Spirit - Responsibility for the fulfillment of the duties which one has taken on before incarnation - Proper use of the money energy - One's
choice between the Eternal world and the temporary world - Overcoming the ego - The Path of Initiations and much more
The mystifying connection between the occult, the New Age movement, and the UFO phenomenon.From both a Christian and objective perspective, and through his unique approach, the author reveals a
complex and ingenious scheme that is rapidly unfolding as
The interfaith movement, which began with the 1893 World¿s Parliament of Religions in Chicago, has grown worldwide. Although this movement has been largely unknown to the public, it now provides a
spiritual face for globalization, the economic and political forces leading us all from nationalism to ¿One World¿. The most ambitious organization in today¿s interfaith movement is the United Religions
Initiative (URI), founded by William Swing, the Episcopal Bishop of California. Investigative reporter Lee Penn, a Catholic ex-Marxist, exhaustively documents the history and beliefs of the URI and its New
Age and globalist allies, the vested interests that support these movements, and the direction they appear to be taking. The interfaith movement is no longer merely the province of a coterie of little-heeded
religious idealists with grandiose visions. The URI¿s proponents have ranged from billionaire George Soros to President George W. Bush, from the far-right Rev. Sun Myung Moon to the liberal Catholic
theologian Hans Küng, and from the Dalai Lama to the leaders of government-approved Protestant churches in the People¿s Republic of China. The interfaith movement, including the URI, is being promoted
by globalist and New Age reformers who favor erosion of national sovereignty, marginalization of traditional religions, establishment of ¿global governance¿, and creation of a new, Earth-based ¿global
spirituality¿¿in effect, a one-world religion. Therefore, the URI and the interfaith movement are poised to become the spiritual foundation of the New World Order: the ¿new civilization¿ now proposed by
Mikhail Gorbachev, the last leader of the Soviet Union. In The Reign of Quantity and the Signs of the Times, French metaphysician René Guénon spoke of the ¿anti-tradition¿ (the forces of materialism and
secular humanism) finally giving way to the ¿counter-tradition¿ (the satanic inversion of true spirituality), leading to the regime of Antichrist. The ¿anti-tradition¿ weakens and dissolves traditional spiritualities,
after which the ¿counter-tradition¿ sets up a counterfeit in their place. Since Guénon¿s time, as is well known, anti-traditional forces have greatly advanced worldwide. It is less well-known that countertraditional movements have also made great strides, and now stand closer to the centers of global political and religious power than ever before. The ¿counter-tradition¿ is making inroads on the political and
cultural Right, as much as it is doing on the Left. False Dawn painstakingly documents these trends, and speculates on their future development. In so doing, the author takes investigative reporting to the
threshold of prophecy, and gives us a stunningly plausible picture of the global religious landscape of the 21st century. This extraordinary project is the literary equivalent of turning over a flat rock. There is
much to be seen and learned here¿all of it unsettling, disquieting, occasionally downright scary. ¿William Murchison, Radford Distinguished Professor, Baylor University When a bishop of a Christian church
happily worships alongside a Wiccan invoking other gods, something has gone horribly wrong. In False Dawn, Lee Penn has produced a comprehensive and critical history of the United Religions Initiative.
This book sounds a clear warning: Anyone who makes theological truth subservient to utopianism denigrates all religions. ¿Douglas LeBlanc, Editor, GetReligion.org
Teachings for the new dispensation of Aquarius. This text contains profound messages from Sanat Kumara. Sanat Kumara is spoken about as the Ancient of Days in the Bible and as Dipamkara in the
Buddhist tradition. Here you will find insight into mystical passages from the Book of Revelation and the Book of Ezekiel on the opening of the seven spheres of cosmic consciousness. Gain keys to recreating your soul in the likeness of God.
"Voltaire called him the “man who never dies and knows everything.” The Count Saint Germain turned base metals into gold, removed the flaws from diamonds and discovered the elixir of youth. In the
eighteenth century, this “Wonderman of Europe” was the confidant of kings and a friend to the poor. Today the master Saint Germain shows that miracles are nothing more than the natural outgrowth of the
practice of spiritual alchemy. In this greatest of all self-help books, he describes the principles of alchemy and how you can use them in your own life to bring about spiritual, mental, emotional and physical
transformation."
IN THE TIME OF HIRAM LEGEND, ELECTED KNIGHT ARE FIGHTING FOR THE LAST BATTLE. THE CURSE OF CHAM IS THE BURDEN OF OUR CIVILISATION AND CLIFFORD AND THE OTHERS
ARE TRYING TO CLEAN THE SORT!
Will you come to recognize your True Self as an eternal moment, as the fully fragrant beauty of a perfect rose? Through an open door glimpse here a short mythic story of Divine Love with the magnificence of
the sun and the power of a larger-than-life partnership. Find within these pages key word pictures to journey deeper into your own knowing. Divine Feminine and Divine Masculine are Two that become Three.
What will be created? Discover the Divine Purpose of Sanat Kumara and the blueprint that nurtures the soul movement of You. From best selling author Barbara J. Semple comes a magical story that sparks
possibilities of the spirituality of the physical body, pure spirit guardians, and the Divine Nature of Woman and Man. "Sanat Kumara and Lady Master Venus is a beautiful transmission of energy,
consciousness and light. Barbara Semple introduces the reader to these archetypal guides in a way that is informative, accessible and nourishing. The time of living from the Soul in connection to the inner
masculine and feminine light is now and this book provides keys to unlock this knowing with ease."Danielle Rama Hoffman, best selling author of The Council of Light and The Temples of Light
The study reported in this volume grew out of some theoretical work, one phase of which bore specifically on the behavior of individuals in social movements that made specific (and unfulfilled) prophecies.
We had been forced to depend chiefly on historical records to judge the adequacy of our theoretical ideas until we by chance discovered the social movement that we report in this book. At the time we
learned of it, the movement was in mid-career but the prophecy about which it was centered had not yet been disconfirmed. We were understandably eager to undertake a study that could test our theoretical
ideas under natural conditions. That we were able to do this study was in great measure due to the support obtained through the Laboratory for Research in Social Relations of the University of Minnesota.
This study is a project of the Laboratory and was carried out while we were all members of its staff. We should also like to acknowledge the help we received through a grant-in-aid from the Ford Foundation
to one of the authors, a grant that made preliminary exploration of the field situation possible.
Return of the Serpents of Wisdom and Conversations With the Goddess author Pinkham tells us the Truth Behind the Christ Myth and presents radically new information regarding Jesus Christ and his
ancient legend, includes: The legend of Jesus Christ is based on a much earlier Son of God myth from India, the legend of Murrugan, the Peacock Angel; The symbol of the Catholic Church is Murrugan's
symbol, the peacock, a bird native to south-east Asia; Murrugan evolved into the Persian Mithras, and Mithras evolved into Jesus Christ Saint Paul came from Tarsus, the centre of Mithras worship in Asia
Minor. He amalgamated the legend of the Persian Son of God onto Jesus' life story; The Three Wise Men were Magi priests from Persia who believed that Jesus was an incarnation of Mithras; While in India,
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Saint Thomas became a peacock before he died and merged with Murrugan, the Peacock Angel; The Emperor Constantine, the first 'Christian' Emperor of the Roman Empire, was a lifelong devotee of
Mithras. He was baptised Christian on his deathbed; The myth of the One and Only Son of God originated with Murrugan and Mithras.
Thoroughly examines the diverse aspects of an often misunderstood spirituality--from angels and aliens to reincarnation and the Merkaba--and features magickal practice, spellcraft, and thirty exercises for
dimension travel, healing, meditation, and more. Original. 15,000 first printing.
In 1987, medical transcriptionist Patricia Pereira suddenly started receiving telepathic communications from the star Arcturus and was requested to begin a series of galactically inspired manuscripts, Arcturian
Songs of the Masters of Light is the fourth volume in the series. The mission of this series of books is to awaken us to our individual and collective spiritual obligation for the health and well being of our planet
and all creatures who live upon her. Philosophical in cope, the essays in these books provide pragmatic, practical suggestions for emotional, mental physical, and spiritual transformation. They remind us of
our familial relationships to beings of light who inhabit the great star nations. Arcturian Songs of the Masters of Light moves beyond solely Arcturian energies to incorporate high-level representatives of the
brotherhoods of light, including Christ Essence and Sanat Kumara of the Order of Melchizedek.
This book traces the author's journey of ascension through the seven levels of initiation, through the process of anchoring and activating his fifty chakras, expanding to a 99-percent light quotient, then on to
anchoring and fully activating all twelve bodies, which include the five higher bodies. Exactly how this is done is shared, and in-depth information is given on the workings of the inner-plane ashram under the
guidance of Djwhal Khul, Lord Maitreya and Lord Melchizedek. You are invited to journey with him as he unfolds the process of his initiations, beginning at the sixth, moving through the equivalent of the tenth
intiation and into the beginning of the eleventh. Written as a personal log, this book shares, in an open and candid manner, dreams, meditations, conversations with the masters, spiritual background,
thoughts and reflections and actual ascension experiences.
The truth is conveyed to a great soul by Sanat Kumara, who is the Earth's spiritual ruler and God's representative on earth. He is based in Shambala, in the heart of Mother Earth.Sanat Kumara:There are
many sects and spiritual associations, where they present the word of truth, each in their own way and at its own convictions. We ask you not to attach too much credence to what these associations have
come up with, and what they teach. Listen to the word of truth, which is now coming to you directly from the divine world, passed on to a great soul who has her higher bodies here with us and who conveys
the truth directly to the people through the books, which she channels from here.There is only one truth, and it is natural and easy. It is not something supernatural, then all that God has created is natural,
even if people cannot see it with their physical eyes.There is much more that man cannot see, than what she perceives with her eyes. She can only see a fraction of all that is around her. She does not know
about all beings that follows her and helps her in daily life. Everything she says, thinks and does, we in the spiritual world are noticing. It is in this way that man's karma issues are addressed. We see, if she
pulls on karma guilt by her actions during the ongoing life on earth. Everything is written down, and she sees what mistakes she made, when she is back in the spiritual world. Then she must try to arranging
her next life so she does well again, what she has been wronged.
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